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OUR STORY

Booths and Slow Food have joined forces to preserve and return forgotten 
specialities to their rightful place: on the shelves.

About Booths

Since June 1847, five generations of the Booths family have led E.H. Booth & Co. Ltd,
from humble beginnings, with just one small shop, to the present day where the 
company proudly boasts 26 modern food stores and will be opening in MediaCity 
Manchester in October.

Tea dealer Edwin Henry Booth, then aged 19 years, opened The China House
in Blackpool 160 years ago, having borrowed £80 in goods from the Preston 
grocer who had taught him his trade. Three months later he repaid the debt
and made a profit of £50. 

Edwin Booth's philosophy was simple:
“Sell the best goods available, in attractive stores, staffed with first class assistants.”

This philosophy still holds true over 16 decades later under the helm of the
current Edwin Booth.
“The first time that I heard about Slow Food I was struck by its passion for good food 
and drink which is produced with care and tastes good. It is products like this that 
form the bedrock of our range at Booths.” 

Booths has a 160-year heritage of retailing local and regional foods. At least 25%
of all products in its stores at any one time are locally sourced. 85% of its meat and 
65% of its bread is from the region and in season, 100% of its tomatoes are British 
when in season.
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www.slowfood.org.uk

Slow Food

Slow Food is a global movement which celebrates heritage and artisan produce 

and the cultural traditions. In challenging economic times, the message of clean 

and fair food resonates now more than ever. Slow Food is about preserving food 

heritage, it’s about regionality, seasonality, and giving producers a fair price for 

their food. It’s about feeding babies, teaching students to cook and enjoying

the pleasures of eating. Slow Food is not just about what we eat, but how we eat.

Slow Food is dedicated to promoting the greater enjoyment of food through

a better understanding of its taste, quality and production.

The Ark of Taste: Preserving Britain’s Food Heritage One Product at a Time 

Much is made these days of British food culture - chefs and food writers
are keen to tell you that it’s thriving, should be celebrated and as good as 
anything on the continent. The fact is, the proliferation of internationally 
branded foods have squeezed out Great British Food.
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FORGOTTEN
FOODS

The directors of Booths were keen to take the Slow Food message and philosophy

to a wider audience and foster real change in how we cook, shop and eat.

The British have been described as gastronomic magpies, owing to our eagerness to
embrace other food cultures. It is often easier to find food from half way across the 
world than that produced on our doorstep and we have lost our sense of the link 
between our food, the land and the people who produce it.

It's as simple as eat it or lose it – and we've already lost an awful lot.

The directors issued an unusual edict to their buyers, find us your forgotten foods and 
bring them to market. Each buyer & director, working as a Forgotten Foods team, were 
given a category to explore, revive, and bring back to market. 

Regional Raw Milk Cheeses
Damson Cheese
Formby Asparagus
Middle White Pork and Ham
York Ham
Traditional Fresh Blood Black Pudding
Smoked and Potted Fish
Spiced Cakes and Biscuits

The project is part of an ongoing plan committed to supporting our regional supplier base
and retailing exceptional food that has a story to tell. Some projects are more complex 
than others, Fresh Blood Black Pudding for instance is proving a tall ask, as currently UK 
legislation prohibits the transport of fresh blood. Creating a sustainable source of Rare 
Breed Middle White Pork to make York Ham from is also a tall ask, but one Booths are 
willing to see to fruition. Some real progress has been made in Regional Raw Milk 
Cheeses & Whey Butter. The creamy Whey Butter, a by-product of the cheese industry 
pale gold in colour, nutty in flavour which deepens with age has returned to Booths shelves.
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LYTH VALLEY
DAMSONS

Lyth Valley Damsons are a significant and evocative crop synonymous with Cumbria.
The Booths family talk fondly of roadside baskets of damsons left with honesty boxes 
that virtually disappeared with the rise of imported plums.

Also known as Westmorland Damsons, Witherslack Damsons and Kendal Damsons,

are an old English native fruit, similar to plums. Damsons are found elsewhere in the UK, 

but the Lyth Valley variety are particularly larger and sweeter. Purple-black in colour, 

with yellow-green flesh they have a delicious, distinctive slightly tart flavour and are 

delicious in jam, jellies and desserts.

The orchards of the Lyth Valley in Cumbria date back to the 1850s; the Valley because 

of its unique geographical features provides an excellent micro-climate for cultivation. 

The fruit, which is said to take its name from Damascus in Syria, was grown both as 

a crop and for use as a dye in the wool industry of Yorkshire. When that trade declined, 

many orchards were neglected or abandoned. However, in recent years, the Countryside 

Commission and local enthusiasts have brought about a revival of interest in the crop, 

and orchards have been replanted. Booths stock a number of products, including a 

damson relish and are working on stocking a fresh damson cheese.

DOUBLE CURD
LANCASHIRE CHEESE

Finding a Single Herd un-pasteurised Wensleydale - was more difficult.

Booths have joined forces with their friends from Hawes to make a traditional

cloth bound unpasteurised Wensleydale, ready for retail by Easter.

This single herd cheese joins other Slow Food Cheeses like the Artisan Double Curd 

Lancashire Cheese. This is a hard but crumbly cheese with an exceptionally mild, 

sweet flavour. It is unique, certainly in the UK and possibly in the world, in being

made partly or entirely with two- or two- and three-day-old curds.

This method of cheesemaking probably developed because many of the farms in the

traditional area were very small. If a farmer only had about six cows, it would take 

several days to accumulate enough milk for a whole cheese and in the days before

it could be kept chilled, turning it into curds served as a means of preservation.

The main traditional production area is the rich, undulating coastal part of Lancashire 

on the west coast of England around the estuary of the River Ribble, north of 

Manchester. The double-curd method of production fell from favour because the 

crumbly character of the resulting cheese made it unsuitable for cutting and packaging 

in small wedges. Ruth Kirkham makes a traditional Double Curd Lancashire Cheese 

from unpasteurised cheese made with milk from their own herd. The Cheese 

counter staff at Booths are very happy with the crumbs!
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GRIMSBY
SMOKED HADDOCK

FORMBY
ASPARAGUS

The fish smoked in Grimsby traditionally include haddock and cod. Once caught, 
the fish are filleted by hand and are smoked turning cream to beige in colour, 
with a dry texture and a smoked slightly salty flavour.

 
The complex process involved in the smoking is what gives the fish its distinctive
taste. First the fillets are brined in a salt water solution. The fillets are then 
drained on “spreats”. (Long rods made of stainless steel). At the end of the day, 
the spreats are placed in the smokehouse chimneys, which can stretch up to ten 
metres tall. The fillets are smoked overnight in these chimneys. The chimneys 
have a special opening to allow air to mingle with smoke to ensure that the 
fish are cold rather than hot smoked. This ensures that the fish does not start 
to flake during the smoking process. The inside of each chimney is coated with
a thick tar that has built up, providing a further depth of flavour to the smoked fish.

The skills required for the smoking process is something that is passed down
through the generations, and cannot simply be learnt overnight. Indeed, an 
experienced fish smoker can tell when the fillets are ready simply by touch.
Whereas traditional fish smoking is a natural slow overnight process, modern 
kiln smoking is artificially speeded up using electrically powered fans and heaters. 
The fish possess a firm texture and subtle, succulent flavour (it has a unique 
flavour as a result of the smoking process). It is sweet, moist, lightly smoky 
and salty. Booths will stock Grimsby Smoked Fish from the family run
Jaines & Son from September.

Formby, near Liverpool, was once nationally famous for the quality of its 
award-winning asparagus grown on the fine, sandy soil of the local dunes. 
During its six-week season (May - mid June), it was supplied regularly to the 
large ocean liners on their transatlantic crossings.
Until the mid nineteenth century this coastal area received considerable supplies 
of fertilizer in the form of “night-soil” from Liverpool (a sewer system had not 
yet been completed). This enabled farmers to “improve” and bring into cultivation 
the previously uncultivated rear-dune area as once the asparagus crowns had 
reached the end of their productive life (10-15 years) the ground was exhausted. 
At the height of production some 200 acres were under cultivation.

New asparagus crowns are grown from seed saved from the old plant. After their 
first year, the crowns are transplanted into a 20cm deep trench and a ridge 8cm 
high piled up around them. The first cutting can be taken in the third year.
The crop is cut by hand. Booths is working closely with a grower to develop 
commercial crops of asparagus from this terroir: a naturally high water table, 
the fine dune sandy soil and the warming effect of the sea all come together
to allow early production without the use of irrigation or plastic cloches.
This season Booths sales of Formby Asparagus were up 85% - and now 
accounts for over 10% of English asparagus - ensuring this uniquely English
crop is protected.
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MORECAMBE BAY
SHRIMPS

Tiny brown shrimps, about 6cm long with distinctive pinky-brown colouring and a mild, 
sweet, succulent taste. Although they are sometimes available cooked in the shell,
they are most famously served 'potted' i.e. boiled (traditionally in sea water),
shelled and preserved in spiced, clarified butter, and served cold with thin toast.

Caught in the shallow waters, sand and mud of Morecambe Bay on the Lancashire 
coast, shrimping has been a traditional occupation in the area since the 18th century, 
but the technique of preserving the shrimps for sea journeys is reputedly said to go 
back to Tudor times. The industry expanded in the 19th century when the railways 
enabled the product to be distributed more widely, but it was only in the early 30’s
they became popular on the fashionable tea tables of London. (The shrimps were 
originally packed in small earthenware or china pots, now replaced by plastic cartons.) 
The production is labour-intensive because of the peeling. 

There are now only three shrimp producers left on the bay, including Furness Fish and Game.  

Some producers traditionally used distinctive boats called ‘nobbies’, others rely on 
tractors (formerly horses and carts) to cross the dangerous estuary sands plus an 
essential degree of local expert knowledge of the shifting quicksands and tidal patterns. 
The actual fishing involves a complicated system of long nets with floats attached to
the tractors, which are driven along the water line. Since the Forgotten Foods project 
began this summer Booths has seen sales of Morecambe Bay Shrimps rise by 45%.
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HERDWICK
SHEEP

BOOTHS • FORGOTTEN FOODS • SLOWFOOD UK

The Herdwick breed is a member of the ‘primitive breeds’ group. It is subdivided into 

three major categories defined by sex and age profile: young wether lambs of up to

18 months old (usually castrated males), mature wethers of 18 months to 4 years,

and fattened cast ewes.

Herdwick sheep, unique to the Lake District, are slow-growing, hardy and ‘heafed’, 

meaning that they possess a homing instinct whereby they return to their native 

pastures when moved. They are also partially responsible for the landscape of the fells. 

Like all sheep, Herdwicks graze the grass very closely and inhibit the growth of tree cover.

Herdwick lambs are born black and become paler with age; older adult sheep are 

white. A blend of the wool from sheep of different ages is of a characteristic grey 

shade, once seen in locally produced cloth and still used in knitting yarn.

The meat is lean and slightly gamey in flavour. The breed’s staunchest defender was 

Mrs William Heelis, better known as children’s author Beatrix Potter. She maintained 

Herdwick sheep on her estates and bequeathed much of her land to the National 

Trust, on the condition that Herdwicks be grazed on it. By the late 20th century, 

the breed had become rare outside the Lake District. The foot and mouth epidemic

of 2001 severely affected the region, but, though many flocks were culled, their numbers 

are recovering. Herdwick sheep have traditionally been bred in the fells and pastures

of the Lake District in Cumbria, England. Their origins are not well documented, but it 

is thought that they were introduced to the area during the Viking invasions of western 

England. The Herdwick Sheep Breeders Association now boasts approximately

200 members, who continue to use the traditional system of common land farming,

one that has remained largely unchanged for hundreds of years. 
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Preserving Britain’s food heritage

one product at a time

To arrange press trips and visits to these 

fantastic producers contact Lemon Zest PR

jennifer@lemonzestpr.co.uk

or 07708-155501 or 01757-268283  

Wellies and wet weather gear happily 

supplied for food excursions!

www.slowfood.org.uk
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